~ to be shared with a non-EU DAI student in their second year ~

Expression of Interest & Questionnaire for Students
Are you feeling the second-year financial pinch of not being from Fort Europe?
Are you unable to access funding or systemic support or basic-arse work?
Then the DAI Friends & Alumni Grant might be for you.
Name:
Are you an international student at the DAI from outside the EU? 							

Y/N

Are you in the second year? 												Y/N
Are you stressed, worried or burdened about how to find your way financially in the EU? 				

Y/N

Do you have a scholarship, grant, or funding assisting your living costs or study costs? 				

Y/N

If yes:
Do you pay more than the EU school fees? 										
Y/N
Do you pay roughly EU school fees? 										Y/N
Do you pay less than EU school fees? 										Y/N
Free free to elaborate if you want:
(eg, a one-off €5000 ArtEZ grant in first year, or monthly bursary of €100 from somewhere)

Do you have family financial support, private funding including a GoFund Me’s, assets or inheritance that helps with
the costs of living and studying in the EU? 										
Y/N
Feel free to elaborate on what this looks like if you want:

If you’re able to work, do you have a job that eases your financial burden? 					

Y/N

Feel free to elaborate – sometimes these jobs are not enough, sometimes they are:

Can you cover your cost of living in three months? 									
Can you cover your cost of living next month? 									

Y/N
Y/N

Feel free to note anything you feel to be important. Note that we will not assess who is ‘most’ in need, as that is
impossible. We simply want to get an understanding of who is in need, who genuinely feels like they could use help
to make it through! We see you and, as alumni, understand the struggle.

